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What I am going to talk about

• The challenge of identifying serious pathology
• The current evidence
• A framework for clinical practice 

Medicine is a science of uncertainty and an 
art of probability. 

Sir William Osler



Impact of Covid-19

• Biggest pandemic of our time
• Change in health provision real and perceived 
• Change in health seeking behavior
• Late Presentation 
• Increase in MSK serious pathology ?
• New serious pathology?



Cases during the pandemic 



New serious pathologies?





What’s the problem?

• No agreed definitions

• It’s rare 

• Poor diagnostic accuracy

• No consensus on which red flag for which serious pathology

• No agreed guidelines on when to act 
(Downie et al 2013, Henschke et al 2013 Verhagen et al 2016)



Red flags have been called into 
Question!



• “The formulaic use of a red flag of past history of cancer is too blunt 
an instrument to be used in routine practice without considering the 
type of cancer and how long ago it was diagnosed”.

(Underwood 2009)

• “…red flag screening is not consistent with best practice in LBP 
management”. (Cook et al 2017)

• “While a positive response to a red flag question may indicate the 
presence of disease, a negative response to 1 or 2 red flag questions 
does not meaningfully decrease the likelihood of a red flag diagnosis”. 
(Premkumar et al 2018)

Should we bother?



When does a red flag 
become a red flag?

Risk Factors and Clinical Features



it is rare!........or is it?.......



• Overall prevalence 2.30%
• Neoplasm 2.11%- malignancy 1.13%
• Fracture 0.13%



Diagnostic accuracy-The Elephant in the room

• PH ca 



• Identified 13 red flags associated with malignancy
• PH Ca and strong clinical suspicion have acceptable 

diagnostic accuracy
Consider trial of therapy- watch and see
Develop a diagnostic (risk) model  might result in 
better diagnostic accuracy



Strong Clinical Suspicion

• Asking the right questions
• Experience 
• Curiosity
• Knowledge
• Context

= combination



Guidelines 





Where does that leave us?
• Agree definitions

• Stop relying on diagnostic accuracy

• consensus on which red flag for which serious pathology

• agree guidelines on when to act 



Phase 1-Systematic reviews
CES, malignancy, #, Infection

An evidence informed clinical reasoning framework for clinicians in the face of serious 
pathology in the spine

Finucane, Selfe , Mercer, Greenhalgh, Downie,  Pool, Boissonault, Beniuck, Leech

PICTU

Phase 2
Consensus stage

Phase 3
drafting of framework

Phase 4
Expert Review

Phase 5
FRAMEWORK
DEVELOPMENT











Determine the level of concern



Decide clinical action



Pathway



Clinical framework

• Ask the right questions

• Understanding of the risk factors 

• Knowledge of serious pathology

• Use red flags

• Safety netting 



The daily challenge –managing diagnostic 
uncertainty

• Not cost effective to approach with NO RISK

• Too high a risk leads to missed cases, late diagnosis and possible 
avoidable death



Safety netting in the face of diagnostic 
uncertainty
• Communication of uncertainty

• Advice on what to look for

• The likely timeline of the possible condition

• How and where to seek help

• Planned follow up



What we do know

• Serious pathology is Likely to increase 
• Early identification is crucial
• Understanding a patients health status is important 
• Understanding how a serious pathology behaves 

We can make a huge difference to patients lives 




